Pre•Applied Lidstock
HFM PACKAGING PRE-APPLIED LIDSTOCK PACKAGING SYSTEM

Easier opening & access, easier re-close
Attractive and effective use of retail shelf space
Works with flexible or semi-rigid bottom web
Solid waste reduction vs. the clamshell or tub

Put yourself into the re-sealable lidstock market with HFM Packaging’s Pre-Applied Lidstock peel and re-seal packaging system.

Our peel and re-seal system combines high performance barrier labels and films for thermoform packaging applications, and is compatible with standard thermoform packaging machinery. We cost effectively die-cut the film and place the label precisely and at high speed prior to your thermoform process.

Our Pre-Applied Lidstock system offers a number of advantages over other types of re-closeable packaging such as zippers, clamshells or tubs:

• No modifications to existing equipment or process
• Does not impact speed of existing lines
• Better production output/yield vs. clamshell
• Lower material waste and fewer quality problems
• No hazard caused by compromised label integrity
• Retains excellent original quality of product
• Preserves reliability of fusion hermetic seals

“HFM continues to be an excellent supplier for our business. They have the ability to react to our changing needs, and my orders are on time and meet all specifications.”
– Contract packer customer for over 15 years

HFM uses custom designed and built high speed machinery to produce your re-sealable lidstock up to four lanes across or more, with precision accuracy. We convert your materials as toll work, or supply the entire project turnkey. HFM Packaging is a certified Minority Business Enterprise, and has an AIB certified Food Defense Coordinator on staff. We will produce your re-sealable lidstock... on spec...on time...every time.